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2022 is just around the corner and will mark 15 years since the Foundation for Marshall Medical
Centers was established with a mission to improve the health and well-being of our patients and the
community we serve. 

It is a big milestone for us and one that we plan to celebrate with the proper amount of pomp and
circumstance. However, this birthday comes on the heels of what has certainly been the most
challenging two years many in healthcare have ever experienced. 

As we thought back to the beginning of our Foundation it felt as if we were reminiscing on “easier
times.” Times when we were not limited by lack of supplies, or staff or hospital beds. Times when words
like “virtual event,” “socially distanced,” and “reduced capacity” would have sounded crazy instead of
compelling.  Times when we felt like we were making progress in improving our community's health
instead of surviving day to day. 

But despite it all, you have been gracious with us and allowed us to grow even deeper into our mission
of connecting our community and our donors to our patients and our staff. 

You came when we called and stayed home when we asked. You have patiently waited for dates to be
set, only to be postponed again. When moments of discouragement and exhaustion reigned in our
hospitals, you stepped in and provided sustenance and provision that gave everyone at Marshall
Medical Centers hope and encouragement. 

More than any feeling we have taken away from these many years is a deep sense of gratitude.  Our
partners – both individual and corporate – have truly become our family and like many families, we are
thankful for the chance to grow through facing challenges together. 

We invite you to join us in our 15th year as we forge ahead with renewed perspective and passion for
the important work of caring for our community. 

Gratefully,

Andrea C. Oliver, CFRE
Director
andrea.oliver@mmcenters.com
(256) 571-8026

Jennifer E. Amos
Donor Relations Coordinator
jennifer.amos@mmcenters.com
(256) 571-8017

Hello friend,

Andrea Jennifer
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Find out why our patients and our
community are counting on your
support of local healthcare.

C A S E  F O R  S U P P O R T
P A G E S  2  -  3

We are optimistically looking
forward to executing each of our
Foundation signature events in
2022 with your support: 

WINTER BALL
WOMEN'S HEALTH LUNCHEON
SPORTING CLAYS CLASSIC
PINK PUMPKIN RUN

E V E N T S  O V E R V I E W
P A G E S     4  -  1 1

Here you'll find opportunities to
become a Partner for any single
event or to join us as a Multi-Event
Partner.  We are also happy to
customize your package based on
your goals and objectives.

P A R T N E R S H I P
O P P O R T U N I T I E S
P A G E S     1 2  -  1 5

Included at the end of this packet
is your chance to get involved! We
can't wait to work with you to
make a difference in the lives of
our patients and their families.

P A R T N E R S H I P
C O N F I R M A T I O N
P A G E  1 6

Contents:
The continuing global pandemic has strained everyone in ways we could
have never imagined, but that is especially true for healthcare organizations.
Hospitals and health systems across the globe have been at their breaking
points, and still struggle as we face uncertain futures.

Since the Spring of 2020, Marshall Medical Centers has attended the needs
of our community's most critical Covid-19 patients in addition to caring for
the other medical needs in our community - treating injuries from accidents,
heart attacks, delivering babies and all other medical conditions as we do
every year.

While it has not been easy, we are thankful to say that Marshall Medical
Centers still stands ready as a community-owned, not-for-profit hospital
system to provide comprehensive inpatient and outpatient healthcare
services to all residents of Marshall County and the surrounding areas. 

If the pandemic has taught us anything it is that our community stands
behind us and that partnerships and growth remain the two most critical
factors in the longevity of rural hospitals like Marshall Medical Centers. 

The simple fact is this: Marshall Medical Centers would not be the quality
healthcare provider that it is today without philanthropic support which is
why it’s imperative that we maintain the deep local connections and
relationships we’ve built with you so that together we can improve the
delivery of healthcare for our friends, family and our neighbors.

It is our hope that this global crisis will teach us many lessons and give us a
new perspective on the delivery of healthcare that will have long lasting
benefits.  In the meantime, we hope that you will accept our invitation to
partner with us to ensure the one thing we place value on now more than
ever: access to quality healthcare in Marshall County.

Please take a moment to soak in the following pages which are highlights of
how your investment can provide a higher quality of care in our community.
The opportunities outlined in this packet are tailored for you and among
many benefits will:

        - Provide the opportunity to budget your support for the entire year
        - Give you practical benefits like social media spotlights and advertising
        - Offer maximum exposure with year-round and high-level recognition

Case for Support
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YOUR PARTNERSHIP IS A GIFT TO OUR
HOSPITAL AND OUR COMMUNITY. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION!
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The 8th Annual Winter Ball has been postponed

from its original date of January 15, 2022 to April 9,

2022. This event is Marshall County’s original

black-tie affair hosting a sold out crowd each year

while focusing on maintaining quality healthcare in

Marshall County and celebrating those who make it

possible. Sponsors and guests enjoy a Patron Party,  

cocktail hour, complimentary valet, seated dinner,

entertainment and the annual Healthcare Hero

Awards. Each year proceeds support an area of

greatest need at Marshall Medical Centers chosen

by the Marshall Women’s Guild.

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 2022
LAKE GUNTERSVILLE STATE PARK

IMPACT REPORT 
The 2021 "Winter Ball in July" was a beautiful evening

and a fantastic reunion with our wonderful sponsors

and guests.  Funds raised topped $160,000 which

increased the endowment for the Marshall Cancer

Care Center’s Patient Navigator Program.  Marshall's

Patient Navigators remove roadblocks to treatment so

cancer patients are able to keep their appointments,

follow their treatment regimen, and receive the

support services they need. Thanks to this important

endowment, at least one Navigator will be a permanent

position at the Marshall Cancer Care Center. 
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"I GET EMOTIONAL WHEN I THINK OF HOW KIND THE COMMUNITY HAS BEEN.
PEOPLE HAVE OPENED THEIR ARMS AND FOLDED THEM AROUND US IN THE

TIME WE NEEDED SUPPORT. THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A TIME WHEN MARSHALL
MEDICAL CENTERS NEEDED SOMETHING THAT THE COMMUNITY HASN'T GIVEN."

Kathy Woodruff, Chief Nursing Officer
Marshall Medical Centers

95

At the Winter Ball in July, Marshall Medical Centers recognized every member of
our community as our Healthcare Heroes.  To see a video of most heartfelt thanks,
simply open the camera app on your phone and hover it over this QR code.



Hosted by the Marshall Women’s Guild, the 

8th Annual Women’s Health Luncheon will bring

women together to educate them on the latest

women's health issues, encourage them to be more

proactive about their own health and engage them

in the lifesaving work of the Foundation for

Marshall Medical Centers.  The event features a

discussion on women's health followed by a

keynote address from a "celebrity" guest speaker.

The luncheon is provided as a community service by

the Marshall Women’s Guild and funds raised

support Labor & Delivery services at Marshall

Medical Centers.

MAY 5, 2022 - GUNTERSVILLE
CITY HARBOR EVENT CENTER

IMPACT REPORT 
In 2021, we were thrilled to be able to safely

execute our Women's Health Luncheon at a new

venue - Sand Mountain Park.  Guests heard from a

panel of physicians regarding their experiences

with Covid-19 and Gulf Coast native Chef Kelsey

Barnard-Clark gave us all a pep talk about mental

health.  Close to $18,000 was raised to benefit the

Labor & Delivery departments at Marshall Medical

Center North and South.  Through a gracious match

of the Foundation's board of directors, new

investments in technology will bring a higher level

of confidence, care and efficiency to our tiniest

patients and their families.
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The Women's Center at  Marshall  Medical  Center South and
the Foundation for Marshall  Medical  Centers were "born" in
the same year!  Since both beginnings 15 years ago,  thousands
of dollars has been invested to make our patient experience
better.  From brand new Natus Infant SmartScales (pictured
right)  to HALO Bassinets to mini-refrigerators in patient
rooms,  this  partnership is  one that wil l  only continue to grow
thanks to our Partners in Healthcare Philanthropy.
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As the Foundation’s newest and fastest growing

signature event, the 5th Annual Sporting Clays

Classic will include morning and afternoon flight

options for your four-person team.  Shooters will

participate in a competition sporting clays event

that includes a round of sporting clays, shooter’s

gift, prizes for the overall and flight winners and

door prizes.  Participants will also enjoy breakfast

before the morning flight, lunch between flights,

and a casual Sportsman's Social following the

afternoon flight.  This unique opportunity allows

participants to enjoy the outdoors while building

relationships, entertaining clients, encouraging

camaraderie and supporting the philanthropic

mission of Marshall Medical Centers. 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2022
BRIGHT STAR SPORTING CLAYS
HORTON, ALABAMA

IMPACT REPORT 
Forty teams made an appearance in our last Sporting

Clays Classic and $65,000 was raised to benefit the

many programs of the Foundation including our

ability to purchase new ballistic vests for each EMS

team member at Marshall Medical Centers.  Because

of this effort, these frontline heroes and their

families will have greater safety and peace of mind as

they face unknown and potentially dangerous

situations each day.
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"THE ADDITION OF THE BALLISTIC VEST
IMPROVES MY PEACE OF MIND AND HELPS
ME KNOW THAT AT THE END OF EACH SHIFT

I CAN GO HOME TO MY FAMILY."
Richard Pike, Paramedic
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The Foundation is proud to present the 13th

Anniversary Pink Pumpkin Run to benefit

mammography and cancer services at Marshall

Medical Centers. The event features a USATF

certified 5K and 10K, a 1 Mile Fun Run, early

registration and packet pick up, music, children’s

activities and the popular Pink Pancake Brunch. 

The Pink Pumpkin Run is Marshall County’s

premier running event attracting a diverse group

of approximately 1,500 participants, spectators

and volunteers from across the Southeast!  

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2022
GUNTERSVILLE CIVITAN PARK

IMPACT REPORT 
Over the last 15 years, the Pink Pumpkin Run has

raised hundreds of thousands of dollars to fund

Marshall Medical's Mammography Assistance

Program. Through this program, 3D mammograms

are given free of charge to indigent women in

Marshall County giving them a 41% higher chance

of detecting breast cancer in the early stages. More

than 4,500 women have received a mammogram

thanks to this program and the support the Pink

Pumpkin Run receives each year. 
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Since Angie Will iams survived breast cancer in 2001,  she
never misses a mammogram. Angie is  pictured above with
Marlana Horton,  a  mammographer for 20 years.  They both
understand the importance of  an annual  mammogram and a
community that stands behind its  hospitals  and patients.
Angie was especially thankful  for support when she lost  her
job while undergoing treatment.  Marlana has been a familiar
face since Angie's  diagnosis  which means a lot  to both
ladies.  "It  sure makes a difference when you see the same
caring faces year after year,"  said Angie who recently
celebrated her 50th wedding anniversary.
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MULTI-EVENT
OPPORTUNITIES

QUARTERLY
PAYMENT
OPTION

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING

OPPORTUNITIES

X

ONLY ONE
AVAILABLE!

FEATURE LENGTH

SPECIAL INTEREST

STORY  PUBLISHED ON

MARSHALL MEDICAL'S 

 HEALTHSMART BLOG

 

INDIVIDUAL VIDEO SPOT

PRODUCED BY MMC

FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

PLATINUM LEVEL

SPECIAL INTEREST

STORY PUBLISHED ON

MARSHALL MEDICAL'S

HEALTHSMART BLOG

 

PLATINUM LEVEL VIDEO

SPOT PRODUCED BY

MMC FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

RECOGNITION ON

MARSHALL MEDICAL'S

HEALTHSMART BLOG

 

INDIVIDUAL, CUSTOM

DESIGNED SHOUT OUT

ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

COLLECTIVE SILVER

LEVEL SHOUT OUT ON

SOCIAL MEDIA

SIGNATURE
EVENT

BENEFITS

COLLECTIVE BRONZE

LEVEL SHOUT OUT ON

SOCIAL MEDIA

ALL PRESENTING

LEVEL BENEFITS

LISTED ON THE

FOLLOWING PAGES

FOR EACH

SIGNATURE

FOUNDATION EVENT

ALL PLATINUM LEVEL

BENEFITS LISTED ON

THE FOLLOWING

PAGES FOR EACH

SIGNATURE

FOUNDATION

EVENT

ALL GOLD LEVEL

BENEFITS LISTED ON

THE FOLLOWING

PAGES FOR EACH

SIGNATURE

FOUNDATION 

EVENT

ALL SILVER LEVEL

BENEFITS LISTED ON

THE FOLLOWING

PAGES FOR EACH

SIGNATURE

FOUNDATION 

EVENT

ALL BRONZE LEVEL

BENEFITS LISTED ON

THE FOLLOWING

PAGES FOR EACH

SIGNATURE

FOUNDATION 

EVENT

PRESENTING PLATINUM GOLD SILVER BRONZEEXCLUSIVE 
BENEFITS

HIGHEST
LEVEL

RECOGNITION

RECOGNITION ON

FOUNDATION'S

HOMEPAGE 

 

PRESENTING LEVEL

RECOGNITION AT

ALL EVENTS

RECOGNITION ON

FOUNDATION'S

WEBSITE

 

PLATINUM LEVEL

RECOGNITION AT

ALL EVENTS

RECOGNITION ON

FOUNDATION'S

WEBSITE

 

GOLD LEVEL

RECOGNITION AT

ALL EVENTS

RECOGNITION ON

FOUNDATION'S

WEBSITE

 

SILVER LEVEL

RECOGNITION AT

ALL EVENTS

RECOGNITION ON

FOUNDATION'S

WEBSITE

 

BRONZE LEVEL

RECOGNITION AT

ALL EVENTS

CORPORATE
WELLNESS

ON SITE EMPLOYEE

SCREENING

+

1 HOUR ON-SITE

WELLNESS CLASS

CHOICE OF EITHER

ONE ON-SITE

EMPLOYEE

SCREENING OR TWO

WELLNESS CLASSES

ONE WELLNESS

CLASS OF YOUR

CHOICE TOPIC --- ---

X X X X

$22,000 $16,000 $9,500 $4,750 $2,500
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INDIVIDUAL EVENT
OPPORTUNITIES

8TH 
ANNUAL
WINTER

BALL

Logo on invitation
2 tables of 10 with seating in  Grandview Ballroom
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party
2 drink tickets per guest
2 suites at the Lake Guntersville State Park for the
night of the event with welcome basket
Exclusive signage at valet parking and entry area
Limousine service option for guests
Name mentioned in opening remarks
Opportunity to give invocation or toast
Logo on all tables, at podium and photo backdrop
Logo on front of event program and 2 page spread

2 tables of 10 with seating in  Grandview Ballroom
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party
2 drink tickets per guest
2 rooms at the Lake Guntersville State Park for the
night of the event with welcome basket
Name mentioned in opening remarks
Logo on each table
Logo on step and repeat photo backdrop
2 page spread in event program

1 table of 10 with seating in Grandview Ballroom
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party
2 drink tickets per guest
1 room at the Lake Guntersville State Park for the  

PRESENTING PARTNER: $10,000 (only one available!)

PLATINUM PARTNER: $7,500

GOLD PARTNER: $5,000

Logo on your table
Logo on step and repeat photo backdrop
1 page ad in the event program

6 event tickets with reserved seating (seating in
Grandview Ballroom on a first committal basis) 
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party                 
2 drink tickets per guest
Logo on your table
Half page ad in the event program

4 event tickets with reserved seating
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party                 
2 drink tickets per guest
Quarter page ad in the event program

Exclusive signage at the Patron Party 
Your logo on Patron Party invitation 
6 event tickets with seating in Grandview Ballroom
Admission for each guest to the Patron Party
2 drink tickets per guest
Half page ad in event program

      night of the event with welcome basket

SILVER PARTNER: $2,500

BRONZE PARTNER: $1,500

PATRON PARTY PARTNER: $3,000 (one available!)

SILENT AUCTION DONATIONS: Auction item donors
will receive a listing in the program and 2 tickets (if
available) if the items FMV is $500+

14

AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE!

AS PART OF OUR CEO CIRCLE, YOU WILL JOIN OTHER PHILANTHROPISTS WHO SHARE YOUR
COMMITMENT TO IMPROVING HEALTH AND WELL-BEING IN OUR COMMUNITY.  MEMBERS OF

THE CEO CIRCLE WILL RECEIVE A SPECIAL GIFT AND EARLY ACCESS TO TICKETS FOR OUR
ANNUAL SOLD OUT EVENTS.  CEO CIRCLE BENEFACTORS MAKE A MINIMUM GIFT OF $1,000

ANNUALLY AND WAIVE ALL OTHER BENEFITS ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR GIFT TO SIMPLY MAKE
AN INVESTMENT AND IMPACT IN THE LOCAL DELIVERY OF HEALTHCARE.

CEO 
CIRCLE

Listing as presenting sponsor of keynote speaker
with logo on podium
Opportunity to introduce keynote speaker
Booth space at the event for promotional purposes
2 tables of 8 in a prominent location
Logo on front cover of event program
Opportunity to put items in goodie bags

2 tables of 8 in a prominent location
Opportunity to offer toast or invocation before lunch 
Logo displayed near stage at event
Logo in event program
Opportunity to put items in goodie bags

PRESENTING PARTNER: $2,500 (only one available!)

PLATINUM PARTNER: $1,500

1 table of 8 in a prominent location
Logo displayed near stage at event
Logo in event program
Opportunity to put items in goodie bags

4 tickets with reserved seating
Name displayed near stage at event
Name in event program
Opportunity to put items in goodie bags

2 tickets with reserved seating
Name in event program
Opportunity to put items in goodie bags

GOLD PARTNER: $1,000

SILVER PARTNER: $500

BRONZE PARTNER: $250

7TH
ANNUAL

WOMEN'S
HEALTH

LUNCHEON



5TH 
ANNUAL

SPORTING
CLAYS

CLASSIC

Four 4-person teams in the shooting event + golf
carts
Exclusive title recognition as presenting sponsor
Opportunity to welcome the audience during
program 
Logo placement in ALL advertising initiatives, press 
releases, invitations and on-site event collateral
Prominent recognition on event website, e-blasts,
and social networking campaigns
Logo recognition on all shooting participant bags and
opportunity to place a promo item in bags
Opportunity to set up booth at event
Signage at entrance to shooting course and each 
shooting station
Logo on each table at all meals
First choice on flight preference
8 additional invitations to lunch hosted by the
Foundation Board of Directors

Three 4-person teams in the shooting event + golf
carts
Logo placement in all on-site event collateral
Prominent recognition on event website, e-blasts,
and social networking campaigns
Opportunity to put items in shooters’ bags
Opportunity to set up booth at event
Signage at all shooting stations on the course
Logo on each table at all meals
First choice on flight preference
6 additional invitations to lunch hosted by the
Foundation Board of Directors

Two 4-person teams in the shooting event + golf carts
Logo placement in all on-site event collateral

PRESENTING PARTNER: $7,500 (only one available!)

PLATINUM PARTNER: $5,000

GOLD PARTNER: $3,000

Prominent recognition on event website, e-blasts,
and social networking campaigns
Opportunity to put items in shooters’ bags
Signage at one shooting station on the course
Logo on all each table at all meals
Second choice on flight preference
4 additional invitations to lunch hosted by the
Foundation Board of Directors

One 4-person team in the shooting event + golf cart 
Name placement in all on-site event collateral
Prominent recognition on event website, e-blasts,
and social networking campaigns
Opportunity to put items in shooters’ bags
Signage at one shooting station on the course
Third choice on flight preference
2 additional invitations to lunch hosted by the
Foundation Board of Directors

$400 (1/2 off) discount for one 4-person team 
Name placement in all on-site event collateral
Opportunity to put items in shooters’ bags
2 additional invitations to lunch hosted by the
Foundation Board of Directors

Company logo on the snack cart
Opportunity to drive cart around course for
maximum networking and exposure
$200 off a team of 4 shooters
2 invitations to lunch hosted by the Foundation
Board of Directors

SILVER PARTNER: $1,500

BRONZE PARTNER: $750

SNACK CART PARTNER: $400 (only one available!)
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Listing as Presenting Partner on all race
communication
Signage with logo at entry points
Representative to kick off Awards Ceremony
20 complimentary race entries (any event) 
Logo on 8 yard signs along the course and on event
registration site
Most prominent logo on runners’/event bags
Option for hospitality tent for your organization on
Race Day
Opportunity to put items in runners’ bags
Option for custom social media graphic with discount
code

Representative to address crowd via microphone
before the event.
10 complimentary race entries (any event) 
Logo on race day banners, 4 yard signs along the
course, runners’/event bags and on event registration
site
Booth space on Race Day
Opportunity to put items in runners’ bags
Option for custom social media graphic with discount
code

PRESENTING PARTNER: $5,000 (only one available!)

PLATINUM PARTNER: $2,500

6 complimentary race entries (any event) 
Logo on race day banners, 2 yard signs along
the course, runners’/event bags and on event
registration site
Booth space  on Race Day
Opportunity to put items in runners’ bags
Option for custom social media graphic with discount
code
 

4 complimentary race entries (any event) 
Name on race day banners, runners’/event bags and
event registration site
Booth space under tent cover on Race Day
Opportunity to put items in runners’ bags
Option for custom social media graphic with discount
code

2 complimentary race entries (any event) 
Name on race day banners, runners’/event bags and
on event registration site
Booth space on Race Day
Opportunity to put items in runners’ bags

GOLD PARTNER: $1,000

SILVER PARTNER: $500

BRONZE PARTNER: $250

13TH
ANNUAL

PINK
PUMPKIN

RUN



2022 SPONSOR
CONFIRMATION
Thank you for your interest in becoming a Partner in Healthcare Philanthropy with The Foundation
for Marshall Medical Centers! Your support benefits the life-saving work done at Marshall Medical 
Centers every day.  Please fill out the following form and return with your payment to the address below.

Organization ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact Person __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________ City, State, Zip ____________________________________
Email _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Website __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone _______________________________________________ Fax ___________________________________________________

Multi–Event Sponsor 2022 (see page 13 for details)
          Presenting ($22,000)            Platinum ($16,000)            Gold ($9,500)            Silver ($4,750)               Bronze ($2,500) 
          I would like to pay in quarterly installments on March 1, June 1, Sept. 1, Dec. 1, 2022

Individual Event Sponsor (see page 14-15 for details)
 Women’s Healthcare Luncheon
    Presenting ($2,500)         Platinum ($1,500)          Gold ($1,000)           Silver ($500)            Bronze ($250) 
  Pink Pumpkin Run
    Presenting ($5,000)         Platinum ($2,500)          Gold ($1,000)           Silver ($500)            Bronze ($250)
 Winter Ball
    Presenting ($10,000)        Platinum ($7,500)        Gold ($5,000)           Silver ($2,500)          Bronze ($1,500)              
    Patron Party ($3,000)       Auction Donation Item: _____________________________________ FMV: $ __________
Sporting Clays Classic
    Presenting ($7,500)          Platinum ($5,000)         Gold ($3,000)           Silver ($1,500)          Bronze ($750) 
    Snack Cart Sponsor ($400)       Auction Donation Item: ________________________________ FMV: $ __________

       I would like to waive all sponsorship benefits and become a member of the CEO Circle with an outright 
       donation of:       $5,000             $2,500            $1,000             Other amount: $ ________________

Method of Payment:        Please invoice me          Check enclosed made payable to “The Foundation for MMC” 
      Credit card:         AMEX        Discover        Mastercard        VISA  / Card Number ________________________________________
CVV Code ______ Expiration ______  Name on card _________________________________  Signature: ___________________________

I understand and agree to abide by the rules, deadlines and marketing requirements of the Foundation for Marshall Medical Centers as communicated in this packet. I understand that all benefits will begin with a
signed commitment , and thus my signature reflects a binding contract and holds my company or myself accountable for all fees agreed upon within this proposal.  I also understand that sponsorships are subject to
approval by the Foundation for Marshall Medical Centers which reserves the right to refuse any sponsorship deemed inappropriate or unsuitable to the advancement of the mission and objectives of the health system.
The Foundation for Marshall Medical Centers reserves the right to cancel an event due to any circumstances which would make the event non-viable. If an event is canceled or postponed, sponsors will have the option
to either transfer registration to the same event at the future date or allow the sponsorship to be donated to the Foundation for Marshall Medical Centers. If an event is canceled, sponsors will be informed via email.

_______________________________________    __________________________________________________________        ________________________
Contact Name                                                     Signature on behalf of organization (required)                                 Date (required)

2320 Homer Clayton Drive | Guntersville, AL 35976 | Phone: (256) 571-8026
Fax: (256) 571-3462 | foundation@mmcenters.com | foundationformmc.org

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES



F O R  A  D I G I T A L  C O P Y  O F  T H E
C O N F I R M A T I O N  F O R M ,  S I M P L Y
S C A N  T H I S  Q R  C O D E  W I T H  T H E
C A M E R A  A P P  O N  Y O U R  P H O N E .



2320 Homer Clayton Drive
Guntersville, AL 35976

 
www.foundationformmc.org

(256) 571-8026
 

The Foundation for Marshall Medical Centers works to develop the relationships and
financial resources necessary to support the Medical Centers and its mission of

improving the health and well-being of our patients and their families. 
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

/FoundationforMMC @FoundationforMMC @MMCFoundation
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